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LOG LINE:
10 million people, 19 players, 11 games, 1 city, 73 minutes.

3-LINE SYNOPSIS
A series of interconnected vignettes about people playing games –
board games, mind games, gender games, drinking games, gaming
the system, mating games, and games of life and death.

125-WORD SYNOPSIS
A nuclear scientist practices for her baton competition. Video game
addiction fractures a lesbian couple. An alienated office worker plays
games of life and death. Everyone plays games, whether they know it
or not.
We humans have come up with many ways to pass the hours until we
die: board games, mind games, gender games, drinking games,
gaming the system, mating games.
Two actors try to find a way to connect with their characters. An
alienated dwarf with a gambling addiction talks to his bookie, an
equally alienated creature who is late for yoga. A group of friends
gather to play a board game and gossip about their friends. What
draws them together?
Each game provides a glimpse into our diversions – light and dark.

250-WORD SYNOPSIS
There are 10 million games in the naked city - board games, mind
games, gender games, drinking games, video games, gaming the
system, mating games, role-playing games, and games of chance.
A nuclear scientist practices for her baton competition. Video game
addiction fractures a lesbian couple. An alienated office worker plays
games of life and death. Everyone plays games, whether they know it
or not.
We humans have come up with many ways to pass the vacant hours.
Two actors try on different roles in order to connect to their
characters. An alienated dwarf with a gambling addiction talks to his
bookie, an equally alienated creature, who is late for yoga. A group of
friends gathers to play a board game and gossip. Some hospital
orderlies go into a back room to play a drinking game with an
imaginary ball. What draws them all together?
Each game provides us with a glimpse into our diversions – light and
dark.
A man tries to navigate the labyrinth of online dating with advice from
his friends. A transvestite engages in her morning make-up ritual.
Two old friends meet for their weekly game of checkers. A group of
friends play a poker game that goes beyond cash.
From cramped city apartments to pizza parlors, this is a story of
people jostling for power, making alliances, breaking away, double
crossing, checking out, and just having fun while they play their
games of life and death.

DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT
After making two feature length documentaries, we wanted to make a
fictional narrative. We thought we would make a movie fast and dirty,
something that we could learn on and experiment with. We wanted to
explore social dynamics and personal neurosis, as well as to entertain.
We picked a topic – games - and wrote a series of vignettes based
around people playing games, all sorts of games, so that we could
experiment with interactions and situations. What we had thought
would be a quick and dirty movie turned out to be long and intensive.
Inevitably, the stories began to seep into each other. We were drawn
into our characters and their lives, their foibles, the petty minutiae of
their daily lives.
What began as little more than an exercise for us – an exercise that
would teach us how to make our NEXT feature narrative – turned into
something we truly began to love. “Game Theory” captivated us more
with each day. Similar to our documentaries, we did almost all the
work ourselves. At the same time, we wanted to expand our stable of
people, so we hired some professionals to help us with the sound. We
hope the results are worth it.
The actors all volunteered their time and effort and we are grateful to
them. We shot guerrilla-style for much of the movie, grabbing
locations where we could, snatching time when we could, and working,
as always, in every waking hour when we did not have to show up for
THE MAN and our petty, soulless day jobs. We hope the results are
worth it.
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Paul Vlachos is a filmmaker, writer and photographer based in
downtown New York City. Paul's early years were spent in an audio
and video feedback loop. For the past 25 years he has worked as a
photographer, reggae and punk musician, writer, and video producer.
He is working on various solo photographic and multimedia projects,
and plays with the band the Rexalls.

Meredith Chang is a filmmaker, roboticist, programmer and harmonica
player based in downtown New York City. She spent her formative
years writing software and making underground interactive projects
based on WIFI and surveillance cameras before moving full time into
making films and robots. She is working on various robotic projects
and is a founding member of “The Botmatrix” robot activist group.
Together, M.F. Chang and Paul Vlachos are 13Bit Productions.
They have produced and directed: “Video Out,” a documentary on the
history of VJs and video art, “Lumia,” The story of Thomas Wilfred and
light art, “The Discreet Charm of the Hipster Class,” “The Quiet Room,”
are currently working on two documentaries and a new feature based
in the 13th Dimension. They are the creators of “The Analog
Orchestra,” a robot band, and the annual “Robot Parade” in downtown
NYC.
“Video Out” was winner of "Best Documentary Feature" at the
Winnipeg International Film Festival, a "Grand Festival Awards" winner
at the Berkeley Video and Film Festival, and an official selection at Mill
Valley Film Festival, Dallas Video Festival, Alameda Film Festival, Black
Earth Film Festival, and Westcliffe Digital Film Festival, the FIFA
International Film Festival of Film on Art, 12 DIVA IMMI Fest in
Eugene, Oregon, George Lindsey UNA Film Festival.
“Lumia” was an official selection of the Avignon Film Festival, the
Athens International Film Festival, the Swansea Film Festival, Tacoma
Film Festival (Official Selection), Honolulu Film Festival (Official
Selection), Mammoth Film Festival (Official Selection), Las Vegas
International Film Festival, and Mexico International Film Festival
(Golden Palm Award).
“The Discreet Charm of the Hipster Class” was an official selection of
the 2009 Yosemite Film Festival, where it won a 2009 Silver Sierra
award .

